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Panasonic Lumix Dmc Zs60: A Guide for Beginners White Knight Press
This book, a complete guide to the operation and features of the Fujifilm FinePix X100 digital
camera, is a follow-up to the author's earlier guides to advanced compact digital cameras. The new
book explains all operations, features, menus, and controls of the FinePix X100 camera in clear
language, providing guidance not only about how to accomplish things with the camera, but when and
why to use certain features. The book does not assume any specialized knowledge by the reader, but
adopts a patient tone in explaining topics such as autofocus, manual focus, depth of field, aperture
priority, shutter priority, HDR (High Dynamic Range) photography, white balance, and macro
photography. The book also includes discussions of the camera's special features, including its
"hybrid" viewfinder system. The book's more than 190 photographs, almost all in full color, provide
illustrations of the camera's controls and menus, and also include examples of the various types of
photographs that can be taken using the many creative settings of the camera, including the Film
Simulation settings, which let the photographer alter the color processing of images; various menu
options such as Dynamic Range, Highlight Tone, and Shadow Tone; and the camera's strong array of
features for continuous shooting. In addition, the book goes beyond the realm of everyday
photography, providing introductions to more advanced topics such as infrared photography, street
photography, astrophotography, and creating 3D (three-dimensional) images that can be viewed with
conventional red and blue 3D glasses. The book also includes a full discussion of the video recording
abilities of the FinePix X100, which can record high-definition (HD) video with stereo sound. In
three appendices, the book provides information about accessories available for the camera, including
cases, filter adapters, and external flash units; sets forth a list of useful web sites and other
resources for further information; and includes a section with helpful "quick tips" that give
particular insights into how to take advantage of the camera's features in the most efficient ways
possible.

Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix LX7 White Knight Press
This book is a complete manual for users of the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 VII camera, one of the most advanced, but still
pocketable, cameras available. With this book, author Alexander White provides users of the RX100 VII with a guide to all
aspects of the camera’s operation, including its many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control. Using a tutorial-
like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to take still images and record video with the
RX100 VII, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The book provides details about the camera’s
automatic and advanced shooting modes, including continuous shooting at rates as fast as 20 frames per second, with short
bursts as fast as 90 frames per second, as well as its numerous menu options for shooting, playback, and setup. The book
includes information about using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections for image transfer, remote control, and adding location
information to images. The book has more than 500 color photographs or illustrations that help explain the camera’s menus,
shooting screens, and features. These images include examples of photographs taken using the RX100 VII’s Scene mode, with
settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, low-light, and action shots; and the Creative Style and
Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book also provides introductions to topics
such as street photography, astrophotography, and digiscoping, with photographic examples. The book includes a full
discussion of the video features of the RX100 VII, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, and which offers manual
control of exposure and focus during movie recording. The book explains the camera’s numerous features that are useful for
professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level,
knee, and detail. The book provides detailed information about recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the
“clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the RX100 VII,
including cases, power sources, grips, remote controls, and filter adapters, and includes a list of websites and other resources
for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of the camera’s features in
the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX100 VII includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly find needed
information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
Essential Affinity Photo Conceptual Kings

The Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX7 has earned a reputation as one of the top choices for photographers who want an advanced camera
they can carry around to capture great images without the complication and weight of a DSLR or other large camera. With features
such as a very fast lens with an aperture of f/1.4, excellent image quality, and a solid array of burst-shooting capabilities, the LX7 has
attracted an enthusiastic following. However, the camera does not come with a detailed printed manual for reference, making it difficult
for users to find answers to questions about the use of the camera’s many controls, menus, and features. With the release of this guide
book to the LX7, White Knight Press has provided users with a comprehensive guide to all operations of this sophisticated camera.
Using a patient, tutorial-like approach, the book provides guidance to beginning and intermediate photographers about how to
accomplish things with the LX7, as well as when and why to use the camera’s many controls, menus options, and other features. The
book does not assume specialized knowledge by the reader as it explains topics such as autofocus, manual focus, depth of field,
aperture priority, shutter priority, exposure compensation, white balance, and ISO sensitivity. The book also provides details about the
camera’s numerous options for playback, setup, and customizing the operation of the various buttons and other controls. The book
contains approximately 400 photographs, almost all in full color, illustrating the LX7’s controls, shooting screens, and menus. The
images also provide examples of the various types of photographs that can be taken using the many creative settings of the camera,
including the Creative Control settings, which let the photographer alter the color processing and other aspects of images; the Scene
shooting mode, with settings that are optimized for various subjects, including landscapes, portraits, and action shots; the Photo Style
menu option, which provides the ability to customize the appearance of images; and the camera’s strong array of features for
continuous shooting and shooting in dim lighting. In addition, the book goes beyond the bounds of everyday photography, and
introduces more advanced topics such as infrared photography, street photography, astrophotography, and High Dynamic Range (HDR)
photography. The book also includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the LX7, which can shoot high-definition (HD)
video with stereo sound, and which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording. In three appendices, the book
provides information about accessories for the LX7, including cases, external flash units, and filter adapters, and includes a list of web
sites and other resources for further information. The book includes a detailed appendix with helpful Quick Tips with insights into how
to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.

Uprising Robin Whalley
Photographer’s Guide to the Panasonic ZS200/TZ200 is a complete guide to the use of the Panasonic Lumix DMC-ZS200 camera, which is known
as the TZ200 in areas outside the United States. The book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and video
sequences with the ZS200. The book explains the use of autofocus, manual focus, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance, and
ISO, and many other settings. The book discusses the camera’s options for playback, setup, and customizing the operation of its controls. The book
contains more than 480 color photographs showing the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The book includes photographs taken using the
many creative settings of the camera, including the Photo Style settings; the Creative Control mode picture effects, which provide the ability to
customize the appearance of images in dramatic ways; and the camera’s features for burst shooting and shooting in high-contrast lighting conditions.
The book explains how to use the ZS200’s innovative features such as Light Composition and Sequence Composition, which enable the creation of
multiple exposures of scenes with bright flashes, such as fireworks, or motions such as sports events. The book includes a full discussion of the video
recording abilities of the ZS200 camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording, and provides ultra-high definition
4K recording of motion pictures. The book also explains the camera’s features for extracting still images from 4K video and using the Post Focus
feature to select a sharply focused image after a shooting session. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the ZS200, including cases,
power supply options, and other items, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with
helpful Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
Panasonic TZ70 Text Publishing
A photographer or even a regular individual loves to know that they own a very good camera. Usually users prefer their camera that are not too
costly but at the same time has lots of zoom, has the ability to take quality videos and is compact. Panasonic has therefore replaced the Lumix DMC
ZS50 with the Lumix DMC ZS60.
Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix LX3 White Knight Press
This book, a complete guide to the operation and features of the Nikon Coolpix P500, is a follow-up to the author's earlier guides to advanced compact digital cameras,
including, most recently, the Panasonic Lumix LX5 and the Canon PowerShot S95. The new book, like the earlier ones, explains all operations, features, menus, and
controls of the Coolpix P500 camera in clear language, providing guidance not only about how to accomplish things with the camera, but when and why to use certain
features. The book does not assume any specialized knowledge by the reader, but adopts a patient and helpful tone in explaining topics such as autofocus, manual focus,
depth of field, aperture priority, shutter priority, HDR (High Dynamic Range) photography, and macro photography. The book also includes a detailed discussion of
techniques for using the camera's phenomenal zoom lens, with a maximum focal length of 810mm, to full advantage. The book's more than 200 photographs, almost all in
full color, provide illustrations of the camera's controls and menus, and also include examples of the various types of photographs that can be taken using the many creative
settings of the camera, including the Optimize Image settings, which let the photographer alter the color processing of images; the Scene modes, with settings that are
optimized for various subjects, including landscapes, portraits, and action shots; and the camera's particularly strong array of features for continuous shooting and interval
shooting. In addition, the book goes beyond the realm of everyday photography, and provides introductions to more advanced topics such as infrared photography, street
photography, and creating 3D (three-dimensional) images that can be viewed with conventional red and blue 3D glasses. The book also includes a full discussion of the
video recording abilities of the Coolpix P500, which can record high-definition (HD) video with stereo sound, and which has special settings for recording short clips of
high-speed video at rates up to 8 times normal speed. In three appendices, the book provides information about accessories available for the camera, sets forth a list of useful
web sites and other resources for further information, and includes a section with helpful "quick tips" that give particular insights into how to take advantage of the camera's
features in the most efficient ways possible.
GoPro Hero4 User Manual The Crowood Press
Photographer’s Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DC-LX100 II is a complete guide to the use of the LX100 II camera. The 200-page book shows beginning and
intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and video sequences with the LX100 II. The book explains the use of autofocus, manual focus,
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aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance, ISO, and all other settings of the camera. The book discusses the camera’s options for
playback, setup, and customizing the operation of its controls. The book contains more than 300 color photographs showing the camera’s controls, display
screens, and menus. The book includes photographs taken using the many creative settings of the camera, including the Photo Style settings; the Filter Settings
picture effects, which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in dramatic ways; and the camera’s features for burst shooting and shooting
in high-contrast lighting conditions. The book explains how to use the LX100 II’s innovative features such as Light Composition and Sequence
Composition, which enable the creation of multiple exposures of scenes with bright flashes, such as fireworks, or scenes involving motion, such as sports
events. The book includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the LX100 II camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during
movie recording, and provides ultra-high definition 4K recording of motion pictures. The book also explains the camera’s features for extracting still images
from 4K video and using the Post Focus feature to select a sharply focused image after a shooting session. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories
for the LX100 II, including cases, power supply options, and other items, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book
includes an appendix with helpful Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible. The book has a
full table of contents and comprehensive index.
Dramatic Black & White Photography Using Nik Silver Efex Pro 2 Robin Whalley
A black and white illustrated user's manual for the Panasonic Lumix DMC FZ80 and FZ82 cameras covering both the basic camera set up in the full
auto (intelligent auto) and all the other, semi-automatic and manual modes. Plenty of illustrations and examples of the effects of the control settings
and extensive background information on the image taking process with this camera. Advise on how to take pictures in any situation and practical
advice for recording video and audio with this camera from lighting and external microphone choice. Practical hints and tips for advancing your
photography with access to more tutorials and web-based information.
Photographer's Guide to the Leica D-Lux (Typ 109) White Knight Press
Operating instructions for the advanced features for the Panasonic Lumix DMC TZ 100 : TZ 101 : TZ 80 : TZ 81 : TZ 82 digital camera
Building a Folding Model Railway Layout White Knight Press
Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix LX3: Getting the Most from Panasonic's Versatile Digital Camera is a follow-up to the author's well-
received guide to a very similar camera, the Leica D-Lux 4. This new guidebook covers all features and operations of the LX3, one of the most
highly esteemed compact digital cameras of recent years. In 232 pages, with numerous color photographs and illustrations, the book explains in
plain language how to achieve the best possible results taking pictures with the automatic or manual controls of the LX3. Although much of the
information in this book is similar to that in the earlier book about the Leica D-Lux 4 camera, this new volume is updated to include several new
features that were added to both cameras when their internal firmware (operating system) was upgraded to version 2.0. These new features include
white balance bracketing, 1:1 aspect ratio, lens resume, and several others. Therefore, the book will be useful to users of the latest versions of both
the Panasonic Lumix LX3 and the Leica D-Lux 4.
Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix Lx100 White Knight Press
The Panasonic GX9 is a direct descendant of the much loved and still much used GX7. It has all the improvement you would expect, better stabilization,
quieter shock free shutter and higher pixel count. As important as all the technological progress is, it wouldn't mean a thing if the camera had lost the charm
and sheer usability of the GX7. With its trim and compact rangefinder style body the GX9 remains Panasonic's little Leica.Like all Micro Four Thirds cameras,
the GX9 is a highly complex digital imaging machine at heart and for anyone new to the system or upgrading from a smart phone it can seem quite off-putting.
It needn't be. If you want a simple life, just put the G9 in iA and it is no more difficult to use than your phone. On the other hand, you don't buy a quality
camera just to do selfies for Facebook and snapshots for Instagram. The GX9 is capable of just about any type of work, from 30 frames per second speed burst
for the sports photographer to quiet and instant focusing for street work.There's a lot to know about the Panasonic GX9. LVF Display Speed? ESHTR? Some
settings are crucial, some just good to know. This book doesn't try to teach you photography. Its aim is to familiarise you with the menu and settings of the
GX9, what they do and why you might want to use them. It is true that the camera is a tool but just knowing your scales on a violin makes you a better
musician, so mastery of the GX9 menu will make you a better photographer.The menu system and controls of the GX9 are well presented and logically laid out
but with 6 main containing around 200 menu items, many of those with sub menus, even the most experienced user will sometimes find themselves scratching
their head and wondering what an entry means. This small book goes through every menu choice and control and explains (a) what it does and (b) why you
might want to do it. It may not inspire you in a literary sense but with its help you may find a GX9 tailored to your personal taste inspiring to use.
Photographer's Guide to the Nikon Coolpix P500 Independently Published
Quickly learn Affinity Photo image editing Affinity Photo is the hot photo editing package from Serif. It can compete head on with the latest version of
Photoshop. It’s also affordable, incredibly powerful and exceptionally flexible. But all this power and flexibility brings its own challenges. Just like Photoshop,
Affinity Photo can be confusing and tricky to learn. Even with a background in Photoshop image editing it’s likely you will miss a lot of its features. And
unlike Photoshop you won’t have an endless choice of books to learn from. Which is where “Essential Affinity Photo” comes to the rescue. In this
comprehensive yet easy to follow book, Landscape Photographer Robin Whalley explains the core features of Affinity Photo Desktop. Written in his unique,
easy to understand style, Robin explains logically the essential techniques you need to know to learn Affinity Photo. Follow this book and its examples and you
will soon be editing images as though you have been using the software for years. The book is arranged into a series of lessons that focus in on the essential
image editing skills. Each lesson builds on the previous one, minimising repetition and saving you valuable time. You will learn about: - Different Affinity
Photo Personas, what these do and how to navigate them. - The Develop Persona, using it to convert a Raw photo file into a high-quality image. - How layers
form the backbone of the Photo Persona and how to use them to improve your editing. - Different Adjustment layers, filters and live filters you can apply, to
fine tune and improve your photography. - How to convert your images to black and white as well as important techniques such as Dodging and Burning. -
Creating and using layer masks to precisely target your adjustments to specific areas of an image. - Harnessing the power of the Export Persona. - And lots
more. Throughout the book there are examples and exercises for you to follow. The author provides the images for these on his website, allowing you to follow
along on your own computer. You won’t need to wade through hundreds of pages to find answers. This is a comprehensive and concise guide to help you
learn Affinity Photo. It doesn’t matter if you are a complete novice or have some experience of Affinity Photo, this book could help improve your Affinity
Photo editing.
Panasonic Lumix Fz80 and Fz82 User's Guide White Knight Press
With the release of Photographer’s Guide to the Leica D-Lux (Typ 109), White Knight Press provides a complete guide to the use of this
advanced compact camera. The book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and video sequences with
the D-Lux. The book explains the camera’s controls for autofocus, manual focus, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance,
and ISO, as well as many other settings. The book also discusses the D-Lux’s numerous options for playback, setup, and customizing the

operation of its various buttons and other controls. The book contains more than 350 color photographs showing the camera’s controls, display
screens, and menus. The book includes examples of photographs taken using the creative settings of the camera, including the Photo Style settings;
the Filter button picture effects, which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in dramatic ways; and the camera’s features for
continuous shooting and shooting in high-contrast lighting conditions. The book also includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of
the D-Lux camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording, and which provides ultra-high definition 4K
recording of motion pictures. In three appendices, the book provides information about accessories for the D-Lux, including cases, external flash
units, and other items, and includes a list of web sites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with helpful
Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
Panasonic Lumix DMC FZ300/FZ330 User's Manual (B&W) CreateSpace
This book, a complete guide to the operation and features of the Nikon Coolpix P510, explains all operations, features, menus, and controls of this superzoom camera in
clear language, providing guidance to beginning and intermediate photographers not only about how to accomplish things with the Coolpix P510, but when and why to use
certain features. The book does not assume any specialized knowledge by the reader as it explains topics such as autofocus, manual focus, depth of field, aperture priority,
shutter priority, HDR (High Dynamic Range) photography, and macro photography. The book also includes a detailed discussion of techniques for using the camera’s
phenomenal zoom lens, with a maximum focal length of 1000mm, to full advantage. The book’s more than 200 photographs, most in full color, provide illustrations of
the camera’s controls and menus, and also include examples of the various types of photographs that can be taken using the many creative settings of the camera,
including the Picture Control settings, which let the photographer alter the color processing of images; the Scene and Special Effects shooting modes, with settings that are
optimized for various subjects, including landscapes, portraits, and action shots; and the camera’s particularly strong array of features for continuous shooting and interval
shooting. In addition, the book goes beyond the realm of everyday photography, and provides introductions to more advanced topics such as infrared photography, street
photography, and macro photography. The book also includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the Coolpix P510, which can shoot high-definition (HD)
video with stereo sound, and which has special settings for recording short clips of high-speed video at rates up to 4 times normal speed. In three appendices, the book
provides information about accessories available for the camera, sets forth a list of useful web sites and other resources for further information, and includes a section with
helpful “quick tips” that give particular insights into how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
Operating Instructions White Knight Press
Guides businesses on how they can use the social media phenomenon to promote themselves, including how to create an attractive company profile, engage a
target market, and develop an enthusiastic following.
Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix LX5 White Knight Press
Photographer’s Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS70/TZ90 is a complete guide to the use of the Panasonic Lumix DC-ZS70 camera, which is known as
the TZ90 outside of North America. The book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and video sequences with
the ZS70. The book explains the use of autofocus, manual focus, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance, and ISO, and many other
settings. The book discusses the camera’s options for playback, setup, and customizing the operation of its controls. The book contains more than 450 color
photographs showing the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The book includes photographs taken using the many creative settings of the
camera, including the Photo Style settings; the Creative Control mode picture effects, which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in
dramatic ways; and the camera’s features for burst shooting and shooting in high-contrast lighting conditions. The book includes a full discussion of the
video recording abilities of the ZS70 camera, which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording, and provides ultra-high definition
4K recording of motion pictures. The book also explains the camera’s features for extracting still images from 4K video and using the Post Focus and Focus
Stacking features to produce sharply focused images after a shooting session. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the ZS70, including cases,
power supply options, and other items, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with helpful
Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
Landscape Photography: Shoot Like a Pro White Knight Press
Have you ever questioned why professional photographers achieve consistently better results? Being a professional landscape photographer doesn’t make
you a better photographer than an amateur. All it means is you earn your living using your photography, but with that comes an added pressure. Unlike when
an amateur goes out with their camera, as a professional you must capture good photos every trip. If you don’t you won’t be able to cover your costs, pay
the bills and would have a very short career. In this book, landscape photographer Robin Whalley lifts the lid on how to capture consistently good landscape
photography. Imagine being able to venture out, knowing that you’ll return with at least a few good shots and possibly many more. If you think this is down
to luck, think again. Luck does play a part, but it’s mainly down to following a different approach. An approach you can adopt as well to improve your
photography. In this book you will learn many important points to improve your landscape photography including: � Why changing your camera for the
latest megapixel monster could be a big mistake. � Which accessories are the most important to ensuring good results when photographing the landscape. �
How to find the right light for the right subjects and when not to bother. � How to ensure you’re consistently in the right place at the right time to capture
the best light. � And much, much more to help you shoot great landscape photography. Written with the beginner and intermediate landscape photographer
in mind, this book is packed with years of hard-won experience from out in the field. Some of this even appears so obvious when you first hear it that you
wonder why you never realised. Unfortunately, good photographers don’t often share this vital information even though it’s the key to improved results.
Don’t struggle in ignorance.
Photographer's Guide to the Leica D-Lux 5 White Knight Press
An full colour illustrated user's manual for the Panasonic Lumix DMC FZ300/330 camera covering both the basic camera set up in the full auto (intelligent auto) and all the
other, semi automatic and manual modes. Plenty of illustrations and examples of the effects of the control settings and extensive background information on the image
taking process with this camera. Advise on how to take pictures in any situation and practical advice for recording video and audio with this camera from lighting and
external microphone choice. Practical hints and tips for advancing your photography with access to more tutorials and web based information.
Photographer's Guide to the Leica D-Lux 4 White Knight Press
With the release of this guide book for the Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX100 camera, White Knight Press has provided users with a complete guide to all operations of this
advanced compact camera. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book provides guidance to beginning and intermediate photographers about how to accomplish things with
the LX100, with tips about when and why to use the camera’s many controls, menus options, and other features. The book provides details about the camera’s controls
for autofocus, manual focus, aperture, shutter speed, exposure compensation, white balance, and ISO sensitivity, as well as many other settings. The book also provides
details about the camera’s numerous options for playback, setup, and customizing the operation of the various buttons and other controls. The book contains more than
350 photographs, almost all in full color, illustrating the LX100’s controls, display screens, and menus. The images also provide examples of the photographs that can be
taken using the many creative settings of the camera, including the Photo Style settings, which let the photographer alter the color processing as well as contrast, sharpness
and noise reduction for images; the Intelligent Auto shooting mode, with scene detection optimized for various subjects, including landscapes, portraits, and sunsets; the
Filter button picture effects, which provide the ability to customize the appearance of images in dramatic ways; and the camera’s strong array of features for continuous
shooting and shooting in high-contrast lighting conditions. The book also includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the LX100, which offers manual
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control of exposure and focus during movie recording, and which provides ultra-high definition 4K recording of motion pictures. In three appendices, the book provides
information about accessories for the LX100, including cases, external flash units, and other items, and includes a list of web sites and other resources for further information.
The book includes an appendix with helpful Quick Tips that explain how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible.
Essential Adobe Photoshop CC White Knight Press
Fully revised & updated August 2018 Covers DxO and Google versions of Nik Silver Efex Pro 2 Nik Silver Efex Pro 2 quickly gained an enthusiastic following
amongst photographers’ keen to produce dramatic black and white photography. Today, it still enjoys a strong following and for good reason. It helps you
to quickly produce photographs that could take many hours using other photo editors. Despite this, a lot of photographers still don’t realise the full potential
of their work. The secret to success with Nik Silver Efex Pro is like most things in life. It’s knowing what to do to achieve a desired outcome. This is where
this book can help you. � It thoroughly explains every control in the Silver Efex software. Not by using vague descriptions, but by examining the effect of the
controls on sample images. � You will find recommendations about which sliders to use to achieve specific results. � There are tips spread throughout the
book explaining how to accomplish dramatic conversions as well as improve your photo editing. � It explains the order in which you should apply
adjustments to your image to improve conversions (it’s not the order in the interface suggests). � There are ideas about how to pre-process your photos
before converting them black and white. � It contains four full length examples detailing image conversions with Nik Silver Efex Pro 2. To support the
worked examples in this book, you can download the starting images from the authors website and follow his editing on your own computer. Truly master
Nik Silver Efex Pro with the help of this book.
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